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Abstract 
Photon mapping can efficiently render high-quality photorealistic images with full global illumination. It 
stores many photons in photon map for improving reconstruction qualities of complex illumination, 
which leads to high memory overhead and long reconstruction time. This paper presents a geometry-bias-
based reconstruction of global photon maps. We divide the bounding box of photons into a number of 
grids. Based on the number of photons and the curvature variation of surface in every non-empty grid, we 
take a fraction of photons in grid to reconstruct global photon map, and ensure conservation of total 
energy of photons in grid before and after reconstruction. Our method has low computation cost and 
keeps view-independence of photon map. The experiments show that the differences of reconstructed 
illumination effects between two photon maps are very small even if the photon number of photon map 
before reconstruction is 20 times the one after reconstruction. Compared with the non-reconstructed 
photon map with the same number of photons, the reconstructed photon map has far better reconstructed 
illumination effect, and can effectively reduce illumination error due to all kinds of geometry biases. 
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1. Introduction 
The realistic graphic is used extensively in many domains such as virtual reality, movie and animation, 
and system simulation etc. Global illumination plays an important role and its computation is not easy, 
because scenes can be very complex, and the material has arbitrary reflection and refraction properties. 
Monte Carlo methods[1-2], including path tracing or bidirectional path tracing, are able to compute 
light transport for such general scenes. They do not store any information and so they can render scenes 
with very complex geometry. But not storing any illumination means that it has to be recomputed every 
time when rendering. This can be very inefficient for situations such as multiple indirect reflections and 
caustics.
Jensen[3-6] et al. present two-pass algorithm and storage method that use photon maps. In an initial 
Monte Carlo particle tracing pass, a number of photons are traced through scene and stored individually 
in photon map. Usually a separate high-density caustic photon map is used to compute direct focusing 
illumination, and a global photon map is used to compute indirect illumination. Pure photon mapping 
algorithm only uses global photon map to reconstruct illumination, because it contains all the possible 
global illumination information, and we employ the same method in our work. 
To reconstruct illumination at a certain point in scene, the nearest photons around the point are located 
and used to reconstruct illumination. For each photon i, the energy or flux Φi, the incoming direction ωi
and location pi are stored. The reflected illumination Lr can be estimated at a position x on a surface in a 
direction ω by locating the nearest M photons around x in photon map: 
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where fr is the BRDF and rM(x) the maximum distance between x and its M nearest photons. This 
corresponds to nearest neighbor density estimation[7], where a sphere is expanded to find the nearest 
neighbors. Photon maps use the storage structure of balanced kd-tree in order to efficiently find nearby 
photons. 
An advantage of the method based on photon map is independent of geometry, but rather dependent 
on illumination complexity. The method can accommodate general material properties and produce all 
kinds of global illumination effects. 
The disadvantages of the method are the large memory requirements for storing the photons and 
expensive illumination reconstruction, because the nearest photons must be located among all the stored 
photons. Another difficulty is all the possible bias sources in illumination reconstruction of photon 
mapping[8-9], they include proximity bias, boundary bias, topological bias and light leak. The later three 
biases mean geometry biases in this paper. 
Currently, there are some methods of reconstruction of photon maps and some rendering methods 
which can reduce geometry bias. We list main methods below: 
Peter and Pietrek[10] present an importance driven construction method of photon maps. They employ 
importance map to guide more photons to visually important regions in scene, and construct a photon map 
including global illumination information. However, the resulting photon map contains a mixture of high- 
and low-power photons, which can result in higher variance when reconstructing illumination. 
Suykens and Willems[11] introduce a method of density control for photon maps. When the local 
density of photon is below a given value, it is stored in photon map; otherwise, its energy is allocated to 
its nearest photons. This can avoid storing photons in overly dense or unimportant location, but it is only 
used to reconstruct caustic photon map. They derive the density needed by global photon map based on 
path importance, and only store photons in important locations of scene, which can lead to smaller photon 
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storage. The drawback is that the view-independence of global photon map is lost (the above method of 
Peter et al. is also same), and its computation cost is high. 
Larsen and Christensen[12] divide photon map into several photon maps based on the topology of the 
polygons in scene, the advantages include faster irradiance calculation, faster balancing and no leaking 
problem in cornels etc, the disadvantages are that the connectivity has to be calculated and the method is 
not fit for all scenes. 
Herzog et al.[9] propose global illumination using photon ray splatting. Since their density estimation 
is carried out in ray space rather than on surface, the results are more robust against geometrically 
incurred sources of bias. But the method can not reduce light leak which is one kind of geometry biases. 
This paper presents a geometry-bias-based reconstruction of global photon maps. We divided the 
bounding box of photons into a number of grids. Based on the curvature variation of surface and the 
number of photons in every non-empty grid, we take a fraction of photons in grid to reconstruct global 
photon map, and ensure conservation of total energy of photons in grid before and after reconstruction. 
The main contribution of our work includes: 
• We can make the reconstructed illumination effect of global photon map after reconstruction close to 
the one before reconstruction, by using a fraction of photons in non-empty grids to reconstruct photon 
map. The computation cost of our method is low, and photon map after reconstruction is view-
independent. 
• Under the condition of the same photon number, compared with the non-reconstructed photon map, we 
add reconstructed photons in grids with high curvature variation of surface, and can effectively reduce 
illumination error there due to all kinds of geometry biases. It does not increase the additional 
computation cost of illumination reconstruction. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: a geometry-bias-based reconstruction of global 
photon maps is proposed in Section 2; the experiments are given in Section 3; finally the conclusion and 
future work are given in Section 4. Photon map means global photon map below. 
2.  A Geometry-bias-based Reconstruction of Global Photon Maps 
2.1. The theoretic basis of our method 
     Due to the fact that photons are randomly emitted from a light source, the number of photons in 
photon map decides the precision of illumination reconstruction. If we divide the photon bounding box of 
photon map with many photons into a number of grids, the energies of photons in most non-empty grids 
vary little. So we use the few photons in grid to reconstruct photon map, and largely reduce the photon 
number of photon map after reconstruction, and make its reconstructed illumination effect close to the 
one before reconstruction. 
                      
Fig.1.  The illumination reconstruction in the locations with high curvature variation of surface (a) and (b) 
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After photon tracing stage, a number of photons are stored in photon map. By ray tracing, we get the 
position of illumination reconstruction, and locate the N nearest photons in photon map by sphere range, 
and use them to reconstruct illumination. As the left of Fig.1 (a) and (b) shown, the location with high 
curvature variation of surface in the scene is easy to produce illumination error due to geometry bias, i.e., 
the locating method based on sphere range can include “false photons” from the surface that do not 
belong to the illumination reconstruction[6].
The usual process[6] of reducing geometry bias uses ellipsoid or disk range instead of sphere range to 
reconstruct illumination (see the top of Fig.1 (a) and (b)). The advantage of using disk would be that the 
few “false photons” are used in illumination reconstruction. And area of illumination reconstruction 
might be wrong (see the top of Fig.1 (a)), it can be partly solved by computing area of convex hull of 
photons or use of filtering. But it largely increases computation complexity and time cost. To the situation 
of Fig.1 (b), the above method can not reduce illumination error due to one kind of geometry biases (light 
leak) (see the top of Fig.1 (b)), and the method of Herzog et al.[9] is also ineffective. 
We present a geometry-bias-based reconstruction of photon map. Under the condition of the same 
number of photons of photon map, as the bottom of Fig.1 shown, we only add reconstructed photons of 
photon map in the location with high curvature variation of surface, so the density of photons of the 
location is increased, and the radius of sphere range of located photons is reduced because the number N
of nearest photons of illumination reconstruction is fixed, thus the number of “false photons” is reduced, 
i.e., the reconstructed illumination error due to geometry bias in the location is reduced. To all kinds of 
geometry biases (e.g. the left of Fig.1 (a) and (b)), our method can effectively reduce the geometrically 
incurred illumination error (see the bottom of Fig.1 (a) and (b)). 
2.2. The implementation of our method 
When a light source emits a large number of photons in a scene, some photons are stored in photon 
map when they strike diffuse surface after specular reflection or refraction of zero or nonzero times, and 
then they are decided to be reflected or aborted. As the number of photons in photon map arrives at a 
given value, photon tracing is stopped, and the bounding box of photons is divided into a number of grids, 
and the photons in photon map are stored into the corresponding grids in the order of their generation. As 
Fig.2 shown, a fraction of photons in non-empty grids are used to reconstruct photon map. 
Fig. 2. The photon map reconstruction based on grids 
       We let Ngrid be the number of grids of bounding box, and structure sizes of grids are computed by: 
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Where, V is the volume of bounding box of photons, dx, dy and dz are the edge lengths of bounding box, 
and Nx, Ny and Nz are the numbers of grids of x, y and z axis of bounding box respectively. 
     Usually, scenes are made up of triangle meshes. According to a fraction of edge length of grid, we 
divide each triangle of scene into a number of small triangles with the same sizes, and make the sizes of 
small triangles corresponding to different triangles almost same. If the center of a small triangle is in a 
grid, we judge that the grid contains the triangle (see Fig.3). 
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Fig. 3. The triangle of scene is divided into the small ones and they are positioned in a grid by their centers 
We let nik be the normal vector of a small triangle positioned in grid i or one of several grids around 
grid i, let m be the number of small triangles in these grids, and let Ki be the curvature variation of surface 
in grid i. Ki corresponds to the variation of normal vectors of small triangles in grid i and several grids 
around grid i, which makes the variation of Ki of neighboring grids smooth, and it is computed by Eq.(3). 
And we let ε be the value larger than 0 and far smaller than 1, which can accommodate the ratio of Ki
between the grids with curvature variation (Ki > ε) and without curvature variation (Ki = ε, i.e. the case of 
plane) of surface. 
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Based on the number of photons and the curvature variation of surface in a non-empty grid, we 
compute the number of photons of photon map after reconstruction in grid i by: 
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where, No[i] and Nw[i] are the photon numbers of photon map before and after reconstruction in grid i, No
and Nw are the numbers of photons of photon map before and after reconstruction, Nfull is the number of 
non-empty grids, Nset is the given number of reconstructed photons of photon map respectively. If Nw[i] is 
equal to 0, Nw[i] is set to 1; and if Nw[i] is larger than No[i], Nw[i] is set to No[i]. In general, No is far larger 
than Nw and Nset, and Nw is almost equal to Nset.
By setting suitable structure sizes of grids by Eq.(2), the energies of photons in most grids vary little. 
So we set Nset to be the value far smaller than No, and make Nw far smaller than No by Eqs.(4)(5), i.e., the 
photon number of photon map after reconstruction is far smaller than the one before reconstruction. 
From Eq.(4), when the curvature variation Ki of surface in grid i gets larger, i.e., the geometry bias in 
grid i leading to illumination error gets larger, the number Nw[i] of reconstructed photons in grid i also 
increases accordingly. If Ki is constant, Nw[i] is decided by No[i]. Under the condition of the same photon 
number No[i] of grid, it can make the photon density of grids with higher curvature variation of surface 
larger than the one of other grids, and so effectively reduce illumination error due to geometry biases of 
surfaces in grids (see Section 2.1). 
In a non-empty grid i, the energies of photon in three color components (red, green and blue) are Φr0[j],
Φg0[j] and Φb0[j] for photon map before reconstruction, and Φr1[j], Φg1[j] and Φb1[j] for photon map after 
reconstruction respectively. To the (No[i] – Nw[i]) non-reconstructed photons, their energies in three color 
components are evenly allocated to the corresponding color components of the Nw[i] reconstructed photons. 
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The purpose is to ensure conservation of total energy of photons in grid for photon map before and after 
reconstruction. And the corresponding computation is listed below:   
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In illumination reconstruction stage of photon map after reconstruction, locations with high photon 
density are easy to produce slight noises. However, in the illumination reconstruction stage, we can detect 
these locations and only add some ray samples there in order to reduce noises, because that the radius of 
bounding sphere of photons there is lower than the one of other locations with low photon density. 
3.  Results 
In this section, we give the corresponding experiments of geometry-bias-based reconstruction method 
of photon maps. The experiments have been done on a PC with 3GB of memory and a 2.66GHz Intel (R) 
CPU. The pixels of all pictures are: 400×400. 
To two scenes in our experiments, the photon number No of photon map is 107 before reconstruction, 
and the photon number Nw of photon map is slightly less than 105 after reconstruction. We set Ngrid to be 
107, and get structure sizes of photon bounding box of scene: 216×216×216. The numbers of non-empty 
grids of two scenes are 302,043 and 274,484. The 107 photons before reconstruction are stored into the 
corresponding grids in the order of their generation respectively. After the reconstruction of photon maps 
of two scenes, the photon number Nw of photon map are 494,285 and 497,982, and the reconstructed time 
of photon map are 5,094 ms and 4,141 ms respectively. 
To photon map before reconstruction with 107 photons, the nearest 320 photons are used to 
reconstruct illumination. To photon map for comparison with 5×105 photons and photon map after 
reconstruction with slightly less than 5×105 photons, the nearest 80 photons are used to reconstruct 
illumination. We use balanced kd-tree for storage structure of photon map. The time of illumination 
reconstruction is listed in Table 1. The photon numbers of photon map and illumination reconstruction 
before reconstruction are 20 times and 4 times the ones after reconstruction respectively, so the time of 
illumination reconstruction of photon map before reconstruction is far larger than the one after 
reconstruction. The time of illumination reconstruction of photon map after reconstruction is slightly 
larger than the one of photon map for comparison, because we only add some ray samples in the few 
locations with high photon density in photon map after reconstruction. 
Table 1. The time of illumination reconstruction of corresponding photon maps of two scenes (time unit: ms) 
 Before reconstruction For Comparison After reconstruction 
 Scene 1      14,468     2,578       2,985 
 Scene 2      15,671     2,828       3,046 
The reconstructed illumination effects of photon maps are shown in Fig.4. To the two scenes, the 
rendering effect of photon map after reconstruction is close to the one before reconstruction, and is far 
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better than the one of photon map for comparison with the same number of photons. Compared with 
photon maps for comparison, noises and geometry biases are largely reduced in the reconstructed 
illumination effect of photon maps after reconstruction, especially in Scene 2, a special geometry bias 
(light leak) is effectively reduced (see Section 2.1 for explanation). 
4.  Conclusion 
     This paper presents a geometry-bias-based reconstruction of global photon map. Based on the number 
of photons and the curvature variation of surface in every non-empty grid, we take a fraction of photons 
in grid to reconstruct photon map, and ensure conservation of total energy of photons in grid before and 
after reconstruction. Compared with photon map for comparison with the same number of photons, the 
reconstructed photon map has far better reconstructed illumination effect, and can effectively reduce the 
illumination error due to all kinds of geometry biases. 
     In the future, we hope to extend our work to the reduction of illumination error due to proximity bias, 
and make it fitter to the reconstruction of photon map of scene with complex illumination. 
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Fig. 4. The rendering effects of photon maps of two scenes (Scene 1 (top) and Scene 2 (bottom)): before reconstruction (107 photons, 
left), for comparison (5х105 photons, middle) and after reconstruction (slightly less than 5х105 photons, right) 
